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Hong Kong Fashion Week for Spring/Summer 2011 – Innovative Products from Exhibitors 

Photo Download: http://202.64.102.92/hktdc/download.php?fid=_phpuRCVQ3 

 Characteristics 

 

C&BOKO Co., Ltd. (Korea) 
Booth no: 1B-E21 

 

 Using digital textile printing, the nature prints on the 
coat and bags shows vivid colors with precision 
because this innovative technology enables printing 
of 65,000 colors.   

 The mix and match of print and fabric makes it a 
fashionable design.    

 The whole collection is made of metallic polyester 
and eco-friendly textiles, and finished with 
embroidery and handmade lace.  

     

ITRIA MODA srl (Italy) 
Booth no: 1E-B04 

 

 A couple, Anna and Piero, launched the brand Annie 
P. in Italy, dedicated to ladies wear.  

 All collections are completely made in Italy.  
 Classic yet modern.  

 

jk.JEAN (Korea) 
Booth no: 1D-B24 

 

 Designed by Ms Kyoung-jin Jun, jk. JEAN 
specialises in casual denim wear.  

 Jeans and tops make use of natural brushstrokes and 
stains using eco-friendly paint. 

 The design is funny and young, with the graphics 
painted by designer herself.   
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Neat Inc. (The Philippines) 

Booth no: 1A-B25 
 

 Established in 2002, Banana Peel is a flip flop brand 
from the Philippines, with a wide range of prints 
and colors of all spectrums.  

 Prints ranges from elegant to funky, from classic to 
trendy.  

 It not only comes with women and men collection, 
but also kid and baby collection.  

 It is also the official licensee for Disney and Sanrio 
Properties. 

 
RSH (HONG KONG) LIMITED (Hong Kong) 

Booth no: 1A-B22 
 

 iPANEMA, a flip-flop and scandal brand from 
Brazil, is a perfect fit for beachwear.  

 Made from patented super-soft expanded PVC, it 
provides higher durability and maximum comfort. 

 It is made of 100% recyclable PVC.  
 In 2011, iPANEMA x Brazilian supermodel Gisele 

Bundchen collaborations highlight bright colors and 
exotic hot sands prints as well as crystals and 
charms on straps.  

 
Liberate co. (Hong Kong) 

Booth no: 1A-B23 
 

 Established a local fashion design label – ‘muse’ in 
2003. 

 It has developed an extensive retail network in 
Hong Kong. Within 5 years, it expanded its retail 
shop to Macau and Taiwan.   

 All items & ideas are designed by Hong Kong 
designers in order to implement the philosophy of 
minimalism & creativity. The designs focus on 
simple cutting and use of different materials. 
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Coney Ko (Hong Kong) 

Booth: 1C-DS28 
 

 Hong Kong designer, Coney Ko launched a fashion 
jewelry brand – ‘TAKA’ in 2007. 

 The collection uses natural mixed materials 
(freshwater pearl, stone, shell, brass and man-made 
materials) to signify vintage elegance and chic.   

 Available in its Soho shop, Seibu store and Design 
Gallery in Hong Kong.  

 
Mary Yu (Hong Kong) 

Booth no: 1C-DS38 
 

 Mary Yu, a famous local fashion designer, launched 
the collection under her name, ‘Mary Yu Design’. 

 Awarded as one of the 40 most outstanding 
designers in Asia under the age of 40 (Perspective 
“40 Under 40”) in 2008, she was invited by the 
Hong Kong Government to design the uniforms of 
the 2008 Beijing Olympics Equestrian event.  

 She has been invited to showcase her work in 
international shows in Paris, China and Hong Kong, 
and has won a stream of design awards and honours.

 

PHU Koala (Poland) 
Booth no: 1D-D05 

 

 First time participant of Hong Kong Fashion Week.
 Specialised in knitwear since 1992.  
 Knitwork and sewing are done in Polish factory. 
 It won 2 prestigious MTP Gold Medals in 2010.  
 

  

Kalencody Company Limited (Hong Kong) 
Booth no: 1C-F13 

 

 Specialized in the manufacture of crystal evening 
bags and delux evening bags.  

 Covered by 100% Swarovski crystals, all are 
manufally fitted one by one onto the surface of 
handbags. 

 The bag design combines the beauty of the west 
with the east, which is ideal for parties or balls. 

 
 
  

 

 


